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                            FOREWORD 

 

 

 

It is my great pleasure to present this laboratory manual for Third year engineering students for the 

subject of Computer networks. 

As a student, many of you may be wondering with some of the questions in your mind regarding the 

subject and exactly what has been tried is to answer through this manual. 

As you may be aware that MGM has already been awarded with ISO 9001:2000 certifications and it is 

our duty to technically equip our students taking the advantage of the procedural aspects of ISO 

9001:2000 Certification. 

Faculty members are also advised that covering these aspects in the initial stage itself will greatly relieve 

them in future as much of the load will be taken care of by the enthusiasm energies of the students once 

they are conceptually clear. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dr. H. H. Shinde 

 Principal



LABORATORY MANUAL CONTENTS 
 

 

 

This manual is intended for the Third year students of Computer Science and Engineering in the subject 

of Operating System. This manual typically contains practical/Lab Sessions related Operating System 

covering various aspects related to the subject to enhanced understanding. 

 

Students are advised to thoroughly go through this manual rather than only topics mentioned in the 

syllabus as practical aspects are the key to understanding and conceptual visualization of theoretical 

aspects covered in the books. 

 

Good Luck for your Enjoyable Laboratory Sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Prof. V. B. Musande Dr Archana Mire 

HOD, CSE     Associate. Prof., CSE Dept.



MGM’s 

 
Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College, Aurangabad 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

 

Vision of CSE Department: 
 

To develop computer engineers with necessary analytical ability and human values who can 

creatively design, implement a wide spectrum of computer systems for welfare of the 

society.  

 

 

Mission of the CSE Department: 

 

I. Preparing graduates to work on multidisciplinary platforms associated with  

their professional position both independently and in a team environment.  

II. Preparing graduates for higher education and research in Computer Science  

and Engineering enabling them to develop systems for society development.  

 

 

Programme Educational Objectives: Graduates will be able to  

 

I. To analyze, design and provide optimal solution for Computer Science  

and Engineering and multidisciplinary problems.  

 

II.       To pursue higher studies and research by applying knowledge of mathematics  

           and fundamentals of computer science.  

 

II. To exhibit professionalism, communication skills and adapt to current trends  

by engaging in lifelong learning.  

 



Programme Outcomes (POs): Engineering Graduates will be able to:  
1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.  

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations.  

 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions.  

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with 

an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions.  

 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.  

 
 



LABORATORY OUTCOMES 

 

The practical/exercises in this section are psychomotor domain Learning Outcomes (i.e. subcomponents of 

the COs), to be developed and assessed to lead to the attainment of the competency. 

 

LO-1: Apply UNIX/LINUX operating system basic commands. 

LO-2: Identify and use UNIX/Linux utilities to create and manage simple file processing 

operations, organize directory structures with appropriate security. 

LO-3 : Effectively use software development utilities like gedit, gcc, awk, sed 

LO-4:  Develop shell scripts to perform complex tasks 

LO-5: Implement different management policies like CPU  scheduling, Page replacement, 

Resource allocation and classical process synchronization problem etc. 

 

 
 



DOs and DON’Ts in Laboratory: 
 

 

 

1. Make an entry in the Log Book as soon as you enter the Laboratory. 

 
2. All the students should sit according to their roll numbers starting from their left to right. 

3. All the students are supposed to enter the terminal number in the log book. 

 
4. Do not change the terminal on which you are working. 

 
5. All the students are expected to get at least the algorithm of the program/concept to be 

implemented. 

6. Strictly follow the instructions given by the teacher/Lab Instructor. 

 

 
 

Instruction for Laboratory Teachers 
 

1. Submissions related to whatever lab work has been completed should be done during the next 

lab session. 

2. The immediate arrangements for printouts related to submission on the day of practical 

assignments. 

3. Students should be taught to take the printouts under the observation of the lab teacher. 

 

4. The promptness of submission should be encouraged by way of marking and evaluation 

patterns that will benefit the sincere students.
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LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 

 

Course Code: 20UCS509L  

 

Course Title: Operating Systems Laboratory 

 

 

 

Sr.No Name of the Experiment Page No 

Pre-

requisite: 

1. Case study: Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows XP, Windows vista, 

Windows NT and Windows 10. 

2. Booting of Linux operating system. 

- 

1. Study of Linux Vs Windows 3 

2. Study of Linux Kernel configuration 5 

3. Hands on Unix/Linux Commands. 9 

4. Basics of Shell programming 14 

5. Shell Script programming using grep, awk, sed 21 

6. Demonstration of fork, execv and wait system calls 28 

7. Inter-process Communication (IPC) in Linux 31 

8. Hands on Linux system administration commands 33 

9. 
Implementation of CPU scheduling using the FCFS Algorithm, SJF Algorithm, 

and Round Robin Algorithm, Priority Algorithm 36 

10. Implementation of Producer- Consumer problem using semaphores 38 

11. 
Develop a program to implement the solution of the dining philosopher’s 

Problem using threads. 40 

12. Implementation of Bankers algorithm for the purpose of deadlock avoidance. 42 

13. 

Simulate the behavior of 

 • FIFO 

• LFU 

 • LRU page-replacement algorithms on the reference string, and compare their 

performances using the number of page faults generated for each algorithm. 

45 

14. 
Write a program that simulates different memory partitioning methods and 

allocation strategies (first-fit, best-fit, next- fit, worst-fit). 47 

https://sites.google.com/site/myyclassnotes/homepage1/classnotes/practical-labs/os-lab/cpu-sheduling
https://sites.google.com/site/myyclassnotes/homepage1/classnotes/practical-labs/os-lab/cpu-sheduling
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  

 

 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:  

 INTEL PENTIUM 915 GV  

 80GB HDD  

 512MB DDR  

 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:  

 UNIX operating system/any flavor of Linux 

 Turbo C 
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Experiment No: 1 

 
Title: Study of Linux Vs Windows 

Objective:  

 To compare windows and linux OS. 

 

Theory: 

 

WINDOWS OS 

 

LINUX OS 

 

It  is  a  series  of  software  operating  

systems and  graphical  user  interfaces  

produced  by Microsoft. 

 

It   is   a   free   Unix type   operating   system  

originally    created    by    Linus    Torvalds  

developed  under  the  GNU  General  Public  

License  and  the  source  code  of  which  is  

freely available to everyone.  

Bundled  software 

by default  it  has  very minimal   software   

set.   The   basic   word processor,   spread   

sheet   and   presentation software  are  not  

present. This  MS  office  suite needs to 

install separately. 

 

Bundled  software 

Linux  comes with  the Libre   Office   suite   

(a   Microsoft   Office Equivalent) 

preinstalled. It   also   has   F spot,   an   mage   

editing program   that   and   an   Instant   

messaging client   called   Empathy that   has   

chat provisioning for Facebook, G-Talk, 

Yahoo,MSN   and   VOIP   capabilities   a 

under a single application. 

Drivers 

It is a  big  pain  that  comes  when 

completing a fresh install of Windows 7. 

Need  to  download  all  the  drivers  required  

for  all  the software like  webcam,  Wi-Fi,  

Ethernet Card, printer or scanner. 

 

Drivers 

Biggest  advantages  of  is its built in driver 

set. The  ability  of  automatically 

downloading and   installing   them.   This   

includes   the drivers  for  your  webcam,  Wi 

-Fi,  Ethernet Card, even your printer or 

scanner 

 

Price 

As  compared  to  linux  the  price  of  

windows   is much   higher.It   can   run  

between  $100 -$200  US  per  each  license  

copy.  

 

Price 

The  majority  of  Linux  variants  are  

available  for  free  or  at  a  much  lower  

price than Microsoft windows. 

 

Reliability 

Windows    has    made    great improvements  

in  reliability  over  the last few versions of 

windows it still can’t match the reliability of 

Linux.  

 

Reliability 

The majority of Linux variants and  versions  

are  notoriously  reliable  and can often run 

for months and years without needing to be 

rebooted.  
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Hardware 

Because   of   the   amount   of Microsoft  

Windows  users  and  the  broader driver 

support, Windows has a much larger support 

for hardware devices and almost all hardware  

manufacturers  will  support  their products in 

Microsoft Windows. 

Hardware 

Although hardware manufacturers have made  

great advancements  in  supporting  Linux  it  

still will not support most hardware devices.  

For  the  hardware  devices  that  have  driver  

support,   they   will   usually   work   in   all 

versions of Linux. 

Security 

Microsoft     has     made     great 

improvement  over  the  years  with  security  

on  their  operating system; their  operating 

system continues to be the most vulnerable to 

viruses and other attacks 

 

Security 

Linux  is  and  has  always  been  a very 

secure operating system. It still can be 

attacked when  compared  to Windows; it  is 

much more secure than windows. 

Open  Source 

Microsoft Windows is  not open  source  and  

the  majority  of  Windows programs are not 

open source. 

 

 

Open  Source 

Many  of  the  Linux  variants and  many  

Linux  programs  are  open  source and 

enable users to customize or modify the code 

however they wish to. 

 

Software   cost 

Although   Windows   does have    software    

programs,    utilities,    and games    for    

free,    the    majority    of    the programs    

will    cost    anywhere    between $20.00  

-$200.00+ US dollars per copy.  

 

Software   cost 

Many   of   the   available software   

programs,   utilities,   and   games available 

on Linux  are  freeware  or  open source. 

Programs such as  Gimp,  Open  Office,  ztar 

Office, and wine are available for free or at a 

low cost. 

 

 

Conclusion :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

What is open source Software? 

Why Linux is considered more secured as compared to windows? 
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Experiment No: 2 

 
Title: Study of Linux Kernel configuration 

Objective:  

 To understand functions of kernel. 

 To be able to configure kernel. 

 

Theory: 

In computing, the kernel is the main component of most computer operating systems; it is a 

bridge between applications and the actual data processing done at the hardware level. The 

kernel's responsibilities include managing the system's resources (the communication 

between hardware and software components). Usually, as a basic component of an operating 

system, a kernel can provide the lowest-level abstraction layer for the resources (especially 

processors and I/O devices) that application software must control to perform its function. It 

typically makes these facilities available to application processes through inter-process 

communication mechanisms and system calls 
 

 

 

 
Kernels also usually provide methods for synchronization and communication between 

processes called inter-process communication (IPC). Linux Kernel: The Linux kernel is the 

operating system kernel used by the Linux family of Unix-like operating systems. It is one of 

the most prominent examples of free and open source software. The Linux kernel is released 

under the GNU General Public License version 2 (GPLv2), and is developed by contributors 

worldwide. Stable release of kernel is: 3.9 Compiling custom kernel has its own advantages 

and disadvantages. However, new Linux user find it difficult to compile Linux kernel. 

Compiling kernel needs to understand few things and then just type couple of commands. 

However, instructions remain the same for any other distribution except for apt-get command 
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Steps to be followed for configuring, compiling and installing Linux kernel:- Pre-requisites: 

Download the latest kernel source from www.kernel.org or from repository 
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To ensure that all tools required for compiling the kernel are installed.  

 

[fosslab@fosslab~]$ su Password:  

 

Type the following command to get name and information about current kernel  

[root@ fosslab fosslab]# rpm -qa kernel-devel kernel-devel-3.1.2-4.fc16.i686  

[root@ fosslab fosslab]# uname -r 3.1.2-4.fc14.i6861  

 

Once the download complete move the downloaded kernel source to /usr/src.  

[root@ fosslab fosslab]# cd Downloads  

[root@fosslab Downloads]# mv linux-3.2.7.tar.bz2 /usr/src/  

[root@fosslab Downloads]# cd /usr/src 

[root@fosslab src]# tar -xjvf linux-3.2.7.tar.bz2  

[root@fosslab src]# cd linux-3.2.7  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]#  

 

Now we create a symlinks to the kernel tree.  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# ln -s /usr/src/linux-3.2 /usr/src/linux  

 

Clean out all previous configurations and reset the source directory (some files do not 

automatically get rebuilt, which can lead to failed builds)  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# make mrproper  

 

A file system is the formatting structure used on a (disk) partition. It is important here that 

you build support for the file systems in the kernel (and not as a module) as you could 

otherwise end up with a kernel that needs file system support to mount the file system... 

where your kernel modules are installed. Now we configure the kernel with NTFS write 

support.  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# make menuconfig  

Now we are ready to build the kernel.  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# make clean  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# make  

 

Once the compilation is completed we can install the kernel and its modules  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# make modules_install  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# make install  

 

The newly created kernel will be in /boot Now we need to check that the install process has 

configured the boot loader to point to the new kernel.  

[root@fosslab linux-3.2.7]# vi /boot/grub/menu.lst  

 

The new kernel will have an entry at the top of the kernel list. It can be identified by the 

kernel version number. 

 

Conclusion :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

What is Linux? 

What are basic elements or components of Linux? 

Explain its functions. 

What is LILO? 

What is Linux Kernel? 
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Experiment No: 3 
 
Title: Hands on Unix/Linux Commands. 

 

Objective:  

 To understand basic utilities of unix. 

 To compare basic unix shell with popular shell and to learn the basic 

components in constructing shell script. 

Analyzing the Problem: 

 

 Start the Linux and enter the user name and password. 

 Now write startx and after that open the terminal. 

 At the terminal try the different commands and see the output. 

     Designing the Solution: 

At the terminal first perform the command without and with the different options 

available for it. The exercises in this lab cover the usage of some of the most basic 

system utilities that users and administrators alike need to be familiar with. Most of the 

commands are used in navigating and manipulating the file system. The file system is 

made up of files and directories. 

 

Theory/Description: 

1) pwd COMMAND: 

pwd - Print Working Directory. pwd command prints the full filename of the

 current working directory. 

                SYNTAX: 

                pwd [options] 

 

2) cd COMMAND: 

cd command is used to change the directory. 

      SYNTAX: 

    cd [directory | ~ | ./ | ../ | - ] 

 

3) ls COMMAND: 

     ls command lists the files and directories under current working directory. 

    SYNTAX: 

   ls [OPTIONS]... [FILE] 

   OPTIONS: 

 

-l 
Lists all the files, directories and their mode, Number of links, 

owner of the file, file size, Modified date and time and filename. 
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-t Lists in order of last modification time. 

-a Lists all entries including hidden files. 

-d Lists directory files instead of contents. 

-p Puts slash at the end of each directories. 

-u List in order of last access time. 

-i Display inode information. 

 

4) rm COMMAND: 

  rm linux command is used to remove/delete the file from the directory. 

  SYNTAX: 

              rm [options..] [file | directory] 

OPTIONS: 

-f Remove all files in a directory without prompting the user. 

-i Interactive. With this option, rm prompts for confirmation before 

removing any files. 

 

5) mv COMMAND: 

mv command which is short for move. It is used to move/rename file from one 

directory to another. mv command is different from cp command as it 

completely removes the file from the source and moves to the directory 

specified, where cp command just copies the content from one file to another. 

              SYNTAX: 

              mv [-f] [-i] oldname newname 

              OPTIONS: 

-f This will not prompt before overwriting (equivalent to -- 

reply=yes). mv -f will move the file(s) without prompting even if 

it is writing over an existing target. 

-i Prompts before overwriting another file. 

 

 

6)  cat COMMAND: 

cat linux command concatenates files and print it on the standard output. 

SYNTAX: 

   The Syntax is 

cat [OPTIONS] [FILE]... 

 

          OPTIONS: 

 -A Show all. 

-b Omits line numbers for blank space in the output. 

-E Displays a $ (dollar sign) at the end of each line. 

-n Line numbers for all the output lines. 

 

7) cmp COMMAND: 
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cmp linux command compares two files and tells you which line numbers are   

different. 

SYNTAX: 

cmp [options..] file1 file2 

OPTIONS: 

- c Output differing bytes as characters. 

- l Print the byte number (decimal) and the differing byte values 

(octal) for each difference. 

- s Prints nothing for differing files, return exit status only. 

 

8) cp COMMAND: 

cp command copy files from one location to another. If the destination is 

an existing file, then the file is overwritten; if the destination is an existing 

directory, the file is copied into the directory (the directory is not overwritten). 

              SYNTAX: 

              cp [OPTIONS]... SOURCE DEST 

 

10) echo COMMAND: 

echo command prints the given input string to standard output. 

SYNTAX: 

echo [options..] [string] 

 

11)  mkdir COMMAND: 

mkdir command is used to create one or more directories. 

        SYNTAX: 

mkdir [options] directories 

OPTIONS: 

-m Set the access mode for the new directories. 

-p Create intervening parent directories if they don't exist. 

-v Print help message for each directory created. 

 

12) paste COMMAND: 

 paste command is used to paste the content from one file to another file. It is also                 

used to set column format for each line. 

    SYNTAX: 

     paste [options] 

OPTIONS: 

-s Paste one file at a time instead of in parallel. 

-d Reuse characters from LIST instead of TABs . 

 

 

13) rmdir COMMAND: 

 rmdir command is used to delete/remove a directory and its subdirectories. 
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 SYNTAX: 

          rmdir [options..] Directory 

 OPTIONS: 

-p 
Allow users to remove the directory dir name and its parent 

directories which become empty. 
 

 

  14. head COMMAND: 

    It is the complementary of Tail command. The head command, as the name implies, print 

the top N number of data of the given input. By default it prints the first 10 lines of the 

specified files. If more than one file name is provided then data from each file is precedes by 

its file name. 

SYNTAX: 

head  [OPTION]… [FILE]…  

 

15. tail COMMAND: 

 It is the complementary of head command.The tail command, as the name implies, print the 

last N number of data of the given input. By default it prints the last 10 lines of the specified 

files. If more than one file name is provided then data from each file is precedes by its file 

name. 

SYNTAX: 

tail  [OPTION]… [FILE]… 

 

16. date COMMAND: 

date command is used to display the system date and time. date command is also used to set 

date and time of the system. By default the date command displays the date in the time zone 

on which unix/linux operating system is configured.You must be the super-user (root) to 

change the date and time. 

SYNTAX: 

date [OPTION]… [+FORMAT] 

 

Conclusion :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What is the description for Kernel? 

2. What are the main features of UNIX? 

3. What is called Shell? 

4. What is the general format of UNIX command syntax? 

5. Describe the usage and functionality of the command “rm” in UNIX?      

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/tail-command-linux-examples/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/head-command-linux-examples/
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6. Describe the term directory in UNIX? 

7. What is the command to find today’s date? 

8. What is the UNIX command to make a new directory? 

9. What is the purpose of “echo” command? 

10. What do you understand by UNIX shell?  
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Experiment No: 4 
 
Title: Basics of Shell Programming. 

 

Objective:  

 To understand shell decision-making in Unix. 

 To understand shell loops control in Unix. 

Theory/Description: 

Shell Decision Making 

Unix Shell supports conditional statements which are used to perform different actions based 

on different conditions. We will now understand two decision-making statements here − 

 The if...else statement 

 The case...esac statement 

The  if...else statements 

If else statements are useful decision-making statements which can be used to select an 

option from a given set of options. 

Unix Shell supports following forms of if…else statement − 

 if...fi statement 

 if...else...fi statement 

 if...elif...else...fi statement 

Most of the if statements check relations using relational operators discussed in the previous 

chapter. 

The case...esac Statement 

You can use multiple if...elif statements to perform a multiway branch. However, this is not 

always the best solution, especially when all of the branches depend on the value of a single 

variable. 

Unix Shell supports case...esac statement which handles exactly this situation, and it does so 

more efficiently than repeated if...elif statements. 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/if-fi-statement.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/if-else-statement.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/if-elif-statement.htm
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The case...esac statement in the Unix shell is very similar to the switch...case statement we 

have in other programming languages like C or C++ and PERL, etc. 

Shell Loop Types 

A loop is a powerful programming tool that enables you to execute a set of commands 

repeatedly. In this chapter, we will examine the following types of loops available to shell 

programmers − 

 The while loop 

 The for loop 

 The until loop 

 The select loop 

You will use different loops based on the situation. For example, the whileloop executes the 

given commands until the given condition remains true; the until loop executes until a given 

condition becomes true. 

Once you have good programming practice you will gain the expertise and thereby, start 

using appropriate loop based on the situation. Here, while and for loops are available in 

most of the other programming languages like C, C++ and PERL, etc. 

Nesting Loops 

All the loops support nesting concept which means you can put one loop inside another 

similar one or different loops. This nesting can go up to unlimited number of times based on 

your requirement. 

Here is an example of nesting while loop. The other loops can be nested based on the 

programming requirement in a similar way − 

Nesting while Loops 

It is possible to use a while loop as part of the body of another while loop. 

Syntax 

while command1 ; # this is loop1, the outer loop 

do 

   Statement(s) to be executed if command1 is true 

 

   while command2 ; # this is loop2, the inner loop 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/while-loop.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/for-loop.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/until-loop.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/unix/select-loop.htm
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   do 

      Statement(s) to be executed if command2 is true 

   done 

 

   Statement(s) to be executed if command1 is true 

done 

 

Shell Loop Control 

we will learn following two statements that are used to control shell loops− 

 The break statement 

 The continue statement 

The infinite Loop 

All the loops have a limited life and they come out once the condition is false or true 

depending on the loop. 

A loop may continue forever if the required condition is not met. A loop that executes 

forever without terminating executes for an infinite number of times. For this reason, such 

loops are called infinite loops. 

Example 

Here is a simple example that uses the while loop to display the numbers zero to nine − 

#!/bin/sh 

a=10 

until [ $a -lt 10 ] 

do 

   echo $a 

   a=`expr $a + 1` 

done 

This loop continues forever because a is always greater than or equal to 10and it is never 

less than 10. 
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The break Statement 

The break statement is used to terminate the execution of the entire loop, after completing 

the execution of all of the lines of code up to the break statement. It then steps down to the 

code following the end of the loop. 

Syntax 

The following break statement is used to come out of a loop − 

break 

The break command can also be used to exit from a nested loop using this format − 

break n 

Here n specifies the n
th

 enclosing loop to the exit from. 

Example 

Here is a simple example which shows that loop terminates as soon as a becomes 5 − 

#!/bin/sh 

a=0 

while [ $a -lt 10 ] 

do 

   echo $a 

   if [ $a -eq 5 ] 

   then 

      break 

   fi 

   a=`expr $a + 1` 

done 

Upon execution, you will receive the following result − 

0 

1 

2 
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3 

4 

5 

Here is a simple example of nested for loop. This script breaks out of both loops if var1 

equals 2 and var2 equals 0 − 

#!/bin/sh 

for var1 in 1 2 3 

do 

   for var2 in 0 5 

   do 

      if [ $var1 -eq 2 -a $var2 -eq 0 ] 

      then 

         break 2 

      else 

         echo "$var1 $var2" 

      fi 

   done 

done 

Upon execution, you will receive the following result. In the inner loop, you have a break 

command with the argument 2. This indicates that if a condition is met you should break out 

of outer loop and ultimately from the inner loop as well. 

1 0 

1 5 

The continue statement 

The continue statement is similar to the break command, except that it causes the current 

iteration of the loop to exit, rather than the entire loop. 
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This statement is useful when an error has occurred but you want to try to execute the next 

iteration of the loop. 

Syntax 

continue 

Like with the break statement, an integer argument can be given to the continue command to 

skip commands from nested loops. 

continue n 

Here n specifies the n
th

 enclosing loop to continue from. 

Example 

The following loop makes use of the continue statement which returns from the continue 

statement and starts processing the next statement − 

#!/bin/sh 

NUMS="1 2 3 4 5 6 7" 

for NUM in $NUMS 

do 

   Q=`expr $NUM % 2` 

   if [ $Q -eq 0 ] 

   then 

      echo "Number is an even number!!" 

      continue 

   fi 

   echo "Found odd number" 

done 
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Program Statements: 

1. Program for addition of two numbers. 

2. Program for swapping of two numbers. 

3. Program to find greatest no. from given 3 numbers. 

4. Program to find sum of digits. 

5. Program for Fibonacci series. 

6. Program to calculate average and percentage of 3 subjects. 

7. Program to check whether both strings are same or not. 

8. Program to check whether no. is palindrome or not. 

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What are Shell Variables? 

2. What are the two types of Shell Variables? Explain in brief. 

3. How are shell variables stored? Explain with a simple example. 

4. What is the lifespan of a variable inside a shell script? 

5. What are Loops and explain three different methods of loops in brief? 

6. What is a Break statement and what is it used for? 

7. What is Continue statement and what is it used for?     
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Experiment No: 5 
 
Title: Shell Script programming using grep, awk, sed command. 

 

Objective:  

 To use grep, awk, sed commands during file handling  

Theory/Description: 

I. grep command in Unix/Linux 

The grep filter searches a file for a particular pattern of characters, and displays all lines that 

contain that pattern. The pattern that is searched in the file is referred to as the regular 

expression (grep stands for globally search for regular expression and print out). 

Syntax: 

grep[options] pattern [files] 

 

Option Description: 

 

-c: This prints only a count of the lines that match a pattern 

-h: Display the matched lines, but do not display the filenames. 

-i: Ignores, case for matching. 

-I: Displays list of a filenames only. 

-n: Display the matched lines and their line numbers. 

-v: This prints out all the lines that do not matches the pattern. 

-e exp: Specifies expression with this option. Can use multiple times. 

-f file: Takes patterns from file, one per line. 

-E: Treats pattern as an extended regular expression (ERE). 

-w: Match whole word. 

-o: Print only the matched parts of a matching line, with each such part on a separate output 

line. 

Sample Commands 

Consider the below file as an input. 

$cat>file.txt 

unix is great os. Unix is opensource. Unix is free os. 

learn operating system. 

Unix linux which one you choose. 

Unix is easy to learn unix is a multiuser os.Learn unix.unix is a powerful. 

 

 

1. Case insensitive search : The -i option enables to search for a string case insensitively in 

the give file. It matches the words like “UNIX”, “Unix”, “unix”. 
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$grep –i “UNix” file.txt 

 

Output: 

unix is great os. Unix is opensource. Unix is free os. 

Unix linux which one you choose. 

uNIx is easy to learn unix is a multiuser os.Learn unix.unix is a powerful. 

 

2. Displaying the count of number of matches : We can find the number of lines that 

matches the given string/pattern 

$grep –c “unix” file.txt 

 

Output: 

2 

3.Display the file names that matches the pattern : We can just display the files that 

contains the given string/pattern. 

$grep –1 “unix” * 

Or 

$grep -1 “unix” f1.txt 21.txt f3.txt f4.txt 

 

Output: 

file.txt 

 

4. Checking for the whole words in a file : By default, grep matches the given string/pattern 

even if it found as a substring in a file. The -w option to grep makes it match only the whole 

words. 

$grep –w “unix” file.txt 

 

Output: 

unix is great os. Unix is opensource. Unix is free os. 

uNIx is easy to learn unix is a multiuser os.Learn unix.unix is a powerful. 

 

5. Displaying only the matched pattern : By default, grep displays the entire line which has 

the matched string. We can make the grep to display only the matched string by using the -o 

option. 

$grep –o “unix” file.txt 

 

Output: 
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unix 

unix 

unix 

unix 

unix 

unix 

 

6. Show line number while displaying the output using grep -n : To show the line number 

of file with the line matched. 

$grep –n “unix” file.txt 

 

Output: 

1:unix is great os. Unix is opensource. Unix is free os. 

4:uNIx is easy to learn unix is a multiuser os.Learn unix.unix is a powerful. 

 

7. Inverting the pattern match : You can display the lines that are not matched with the 

specified search sting pattern using the -v option. 

$grep –v “unix” file.txt 

 

Output: 

learn operating system. 

Unix linux which one you choose. 

 

8. Matching the lines that start with a string : The ^ regular expression pattern specifies 

the start of a line. This can be used in grep to match the lines which start with the given string 

or pattern. 

$grep “^unix” file.txt 

 

Output: 

unix is great os. Unix is opensource. Unix is free os. 

 

9. Matching the lines that end with a string : The $ regular expression pattern specifies the 

end of a line. This can be used in grep to match the lines which end with the given string or 

pattern. 

$grep “os$” file.txt 

 

 

 

10.Specifies expression with -e option. Can use multiple times : 
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$grep –e “Agarwal” –e “Aggarwal” –e “Agrawal” file.txt 

 

11. -f file option Takes patterns from file, one per line. 

$cat pattern.txt 

Agarwal 

Aggarwal 

Agrawal 

 

$grep –f pattern.txt file.txt 

 

 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. Which command is used for searching for a pattern in one or more file(s)? 

2. Which symbol is used for matching a single character? 

3. Which symbol is used for matching the immediately preceding character? 

4. Write a command to print the lines that starts with the word "start"? 

5. Write a command to print the lines which end with the word "end"?      

6. Which option is used with grep command for ignoring the case in pattern searching? 

7. Which option is used for displaying the line numbers containing the pattern along with 

lines? 

 

 

II. Sed command in Unix/Linux 

sed takes a stream of stdin and pattern matches and returns to stdout the replaced text. 

syntax: 

 – using stdin: cat file | sed ‘command’  

– using files: sed ‘command’ file  

– common uses: 

• 4d : delete line 4 

• 2,4d : delete lines 2-4  

• 2w foo : write line 2 to file foo 

• /here/d : delete line matching here 
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• /here/,/there/d : delete lines matching here to there 

• s/pattern/text/ : switch text matching pattern  

• s/pattern/text/g: switch text matching pattern globally  

• /pattern/a\text : append line with text after matching pattern  

• /pattern/c\text : change line with text for matching pattern 

III. Awk command in Unix/Linux  

The AWK utility is an interpreted programming language typically used as a data extraction 

and reporting tool. It is a standard feature of most Unixlike operating Systems. Awk is an 

excellent tool for building UNIX/Linux shell scripts. AWK is a Programming language that is 

designed for processing textbased data, either in files or data streams or using shells pipes. In 

other words you can combine awk with shell scripts or directly use at a shell prompt. The 

essential organization of an AWK program follows the form: 

pattern { action } The pattern specifies when the action is performed. Like most UNIX 

utilities, AWK is line oriented. That is, the pattern specifies a test that is performed with each 

line read as input. If the condition is true, then the action is taken. The default pattern is 

something that matches every line. This is the blank or null pattern. Two other important 

patterns are specified by the keywords "BEGIN" and "END." As you might expect, these two 

words specify actions to be taken before any lines are read, and after the last line is read. The 

AWK program below: BEGIN { print "START" } { print } END { print "STOP" } adds one 

line before and one line after the input file. This isn't very useful, but with a simple change, 

we can make this into a typical AWK program: BEGIN { print "File\tOwner"," } { print $8, 

"\t", $3} END { print " DONE " } 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

LAB PRACTICE ASSIGNMENT: 

a) Write a sed command that print lines numbers of lines beginning with “O” 

b) Write a sed command that delete digits in the given input file. 

c) Write a sed command that delete lines that contain both BEGIN and END 
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d) Write a sed command that delete lines that contain BEGIN but not END 

e) Write a sed command that deletes the first character in each line in a file 

f) Write a sed command that deletes the last character in each line in a file 

g) Write an awk command to print the lines and line number in the given input file  

h) Write an awk command to print first field and second field only if third field value is 

>=50 in the given input file. (input field separator is “:”  and output field separator 

is “,”) 

i)  Consider the marks.txt is a file that contains one record per line( comma separate 

fields) of the student data in the form of studentid, student name, Telugu marks, 

English marks, Maths Marks, Science marks, Social Marks. Write an awk script to 

generate result for every students in the form of studentid, studentname, Total 

Marks and result. Result is PASS if marks is >=30 in TELUGU and English, and 

if marks>=40 in other subjects. Result is fail otherwise 

 

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

 

1. Write a command to replace the word "bad" with "good" in file? 

2. Write a command to replace the word "bad" with "good" globally in a file? 

3. Write a command to replace the character '/' with ',' in a file? 

4. Write a command to replace the word "apple" with "(apple)" in a file? 

5. Write a command to remove the first number on line 5 in file 

6. Write a command to remove the first 10 lines from a file? 

7. Write a command to duplicate each line in a file? 
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8. How to run awk command specified in a file? 

9. Write a command to print the line number before each line? 

10. Write a command to find the total number of lines in a file without using NR 
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Experiment No: 6 

TITLE: Demonstration of fork, execve and wait system calls 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

1. To study creation of process. 

THEORY: 

fork() 

The fork() is one of the syscalls that is very special and useful in Linux/Unix systems. It is 

used by processes to create the processes that are copies of themselves. With the help of such 

system calls, the child process can be created by the parent process. Until the child process is 

executed completely, the parent process is suspended. 

Some of the important points on fork() are as follows. 

The parent will get the child process ID with non-zero value. 

Zero Value is returned to the child. 

If there will be any system or hardware errors while creating the child, -1 is returned to the 

fork(). 

With the unique process ID obtained by the child process, it does not match the ID of any 

existing process group. 

 

execve - execute program 

execve() executes the program pointed to by filename. filename must be either a binary 

executable, or a script starting with a line of the form "#! interpreter [arg]". In the latter case, 

the interpreter must be a valid pathname for an executable which is not itself a script, which 

will be invoked as interpreter [arg] filename. 

argv is an array of argument strings passed to the new program. envp is an array of strings, 

conventionally of the form key=value, which are passed as environment to the new program. 

Both argv and envp must be terminated by a null pointer. The argument vector and 

environment can be accessed by the called program’s main function, when it is defined as int 

main(int argc, char *argv[], char *envp[]). 

execve() does not return on success, and the text, data, bss, and stack of the calling process 

are overwritten by that of the program loaded. The program invoked inherits the calling 

process’s PID, and any open file descriptors that are not set to close-on-exec. Signals pending 

on the calling process are cleared. Any signals set to be caught by the calling process are reset 

to their default behaviour. The SIGCHLD signal (when set to SIG_IGN) may or may not be 

reset to SIG_DFL. 

If the current program is being ptraced, a SIGTRAP is sent to it after a successful execve(). 

If the set-user-ID bit is set on the program file pointed to by filename, and the calling process 

is not being ptraced, then the effective user ID of the calling process is changed to that of the 
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owner of the program file. i Similarly, when the set-group-ID bit of the program file is set the 

effective group ID of the calling process is set to the group of the program file. 

The effective user ID of the process is copied to the saved set-user-ID; similarly, the effective 

group ID is copied to the saved set-group-ID. This copying takes place after any effective ID 

changes that occur because of the set-user-ID and set-group-ID permission bits. 

 exec() 

The exec() is such a system call that runs by replacing the current process image with the new 

process image. However, the original process remains as a new process but the new process 

replaces the head data, stack data,etc. It runs the program from the entry point by loading the 

program into the current process space. 

wait() 

As in the case of a fork, child processes are created and get executed but the parent process is 

suspended until the child process executes. In this case, a wait() system call is activated 

automatically due to the suspension of the parent process. After the child process ends the 

execution, the parent process gains control again. 

exit() 

The exit() is such a function or one of the system calls that is used to terminate the process. 

This system call defines that the thread execution is completed especially in the case of a 

multi-threaded environment. For future reference, the status of the process is captured. 

After the use of exit() system call, all the resources used in the process are retrieved by the 

operating system and then terminate the process. The system call Exit() is equivalent to exit(). 

 

Following function could by used by a shell to run a command and wait for the command to 

finish before going on. It returns the termination status of the command. It uses function 

parsecmd(cmd,argv), which is not writtten here, but which breaks cmd at spaces and stores 

the pieces into argv, followed by a null pointer. For example, parsecmd("eat the banana", 

argv) will set argv as follows. 

   argv[0] = "eat" 

   argv[1] = "the" 

   argv[2] = "banana" 

   argv[3] = NULL 

This example also presumes that there might be other child processes running in background, 

and that they might terminate while the shell is waiting for the current command to stop. A 

function called process_terminated is use to handle the termination of a background process. 

It is not written here. 

int runcmd(char *cmd) 
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{ 

  char* argv[MAX_ARGS]; 

  pid_t child_pid; 

  int child_status; 

 

  parsecmd(cmd,argv); 

  child_pid = fork(); 

  if(child_pid == 0) { 

    /* This is done by the child process. */ 

 

    execv(argv[0], argv); 

     

    /* If execv returns, it must have failed. */ 

 

    printf("Unknown command\n"); 

    exit(0); 

  } 

  else { 

     /* This is run by the parent.  Wait for the child 

        to terminate. */ 

 

     do { 

       pid_t tpid = wait(&child_status); 

       if(tpid != child_pid) process_terminated(tpid); 

     } while(tpid != child_pid); 

 

     return child_status; 

  } 

} 

  

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

What Is The Difference Between Fork() & Exec()? 

 What is fork system call used for? 

What values are returned by fork to various processes? 

What happens to the child when parent terminates? 

  

http://interviewquestionsanswers.org/__What-is-the-difference-between-fork--exec
http://interviewquestionsanswers.org/__What-is-the-difference-between-fork--exec
http://interviewquestionsanswers.org/__What-is-the-difference-between-fork--exec
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Experiment No: 7 

TITLE: Inter-process Communication (IPC) in Linux. 

OBJECTIVE: 

1. To study use of pipes Linux. 

2. To study inter-process communication in Linux. 

THEORY: 

The Pipe Call 

The lower-level pipe( ) function provides a means of passing data between two programs, 

without the overhead of invoking a shell to interpret the requested command. It also gives us 

more control over the reading and writing of data. The pipe function has the following 

prototype: 

#include <unistd.h> 

int pipe(int file_descriptor[2]); 

It is passed (a pointer to) an array of two integer file descriptors. It fills the array with two 

new file descriptors and returns a zero. On failure, it returns -1 and sets errno to indicate the 

reason for failure. Errors defined in the Linux manual page for pipe (in section 2 of the 

manual) are 

❑ EMFILE: Too many file descriptors are in use by the process. 

❑ ENFILE: The system file table is full. 

❑ EFAULT: The file descriptor is not valid. 

The two file descriptors returned are connected in a special way. Any data written to 

file_descriptor[1]can be read back from file_descriptor[0]. The data is processed in a first in, 

first out basis. This means that if we write the bytes 1, 2, 3 to file_descriptor[1], reading 

fromfile_descriptor[0] will produce 1, 2, 3. The illustration is given as below: 

 

 

 
Each running program, called a process, has a number of file descriptors associated with it. 

These are small integers that we can use to access open files or devices. How many of these 

are available will vary depending on how the system has been configured. When a program 

starts, it usually has three of these descriptors already opened. These are: 

❑ 0: Standard input 

❑ 1: Standard output 

❑ 2: Standard error 
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We can associate other file descriptors with files and devices by using the open system call. 

The file descriptors that are automatically opened, however, already allow you to create some 

simple programs using write. 

The write( ) system call 

The write system call arranges for the first nbytes bytes from buf to be written to the file 

associated with the file descriptor fields. It returns the number of bytes actually written. This 

may be less than nbytes if there has been an error in the file descriptor or if the underlying 

device driver is sensitive to block size. If the function returns 0, it means no data was written; 

if it returns –1, there has been an error in the write call, and the error will be specified in the 

errno global variable. 

#include <unistd.h> 

size_t write(int fildes, const void *buf, size_t nbytes); 

 

The read( ) system call 

The read system call reads up to nbytes bytes of data from the file associated with the file 

descriptor fields and places them in the data area buf. It returns the number of data bytes 

actually read, which may be less than the number requested. If a read call returns 0, it had 

nothing to read; it reached the end of the file. Again, an error on the call will cause it to return 

–1. 

#include <unistd.h> 

size_t read(int fildes, void *buf, size_t nbytes); 

 

 
Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

From which end of the pipe read operation can be done? 

From which end of the pipe write operation can be done? 

How many pipes can be opened among processes? 

Data is processed in the pipe in which order? 
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Experiment No: 8 
 
Title: Hands on Linux system administration commands 

 

Objective:  

 To understand how to install linux OS 

 To understand Network configuration  

Theory/Description: 

RPM (Red Hat Package Manager) is a default open source and most popular package 

management utility for Red Hat based systems like (RHEL, CentOS and Fedora). The tool 

allows system administrators and users to install, update, uninstall, query, verify and manage 

system software packages in Unix/Linux operating systems. The RPM formerly known as 

.rpm file, that includes compiled software programs and libraries needed by the packages. 

This utility only works with packages that built on .rpm format. Some Facts about RPM 

Package:  

1. RPM is free and released under GPL (General Public License).  

2. RPM keeps the information of all the installed packages under /var/lib/rpm database.  

3. RPM is the only way to install packages under Linux systems, if you’ve installed packages 

using source code, then rpm won’t manage it.  

4. RPM deals with .rpm files, which contains the actual information about the packages such 

as: what it is, from where it comes, dependencies info, version info etc. (The name of the 

packaged software, The version of the packaged software, The package's release number). 

There are 5 basic modes of RPM:   

1. Install : It is used to install any RPM package.  

2. Remove : It is used to erase, remove or un-install any RPM package.  

3. Upgrade : It is used to update the existing RPM package.  

4. Verify : It is used to query about different RPM packages.  

5. Query : It is used for the verification of any RPM package.  

To install any package go to the Packages Folder:  # cd 

/media/RHEL_6.0\i386\Disc\1/Packages Once you are in the Packages folder - Now you can 

run your rpm commands.               

1)Package Installation: The basic syntax for installation with rpm (redhat package manager) 

is: [root@tyit ~]#rpm -ivh package [name and version]  

Following are rpm installation options: 

 -i  : To install the package 

-v : verbose it is to enable verbose and shows useful messages during installation.  

-h : It prints during installation up to 50 hash (#) to illustrate the progress.  

Example : rpm –ivh dhcp* 

--force : installs package forcefully or replaces if already exists. 

2) Remove Installation Packages:     –e  : To uninstall the package from the system 

3) Upgrade the Package: -u : to upgrade the existing package.   

4. Query the Installed Package: -q: to query any installed packages 

-qa : to query all installed packages 
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-qi : to show general information about the package searched for. 

-ql : to show list of package files installed 

 

Configuring DNS Server   

Name address resolution is simply the conversion of people friendly names into computer 

friendly numbers. It means that every interface on the network has a unique group of numbers 

called as IP address. These group of numbers present to the computers in the network but it is 

difficult for the users to by heart, learn or remember them. DNS makes possible for the users 

to enter the names and then thes4e names get converted into numbers. The main function of 

name address resolution is to create an efficient user and computer interaction. For this name 

address resolution there is need that how to install and configure the Domain Name System. 

To understand, take a look on the domain and understand its working. For eg. example.com. 

In the above eg: The first part of the domain name is the name of the company or institution 

or an organization. The next part after the period/dot is a called as top-level domain (TLD). 

There are many TLD listed below  

 .com - A TLD used to register a business  

 .edu – A TLD for educational institution  

 .name – A TLD used to register sites for individuals  

 .gov – A TLD given to government  

 .mil – A TLD used for military  

Following files are used while Configuring DNS Server.  

 named.conf – It is main Configuration file that contains global properties and other 

sources. It is found in / etc/ directory.  

 named.ca – The file contains the name and address of root servers. Used for the 

purpose of caching of forward zone. It is found in /var/named.  

 named.local – The file provides information for resolving the loopback address for the 

local host. Also called as named.empty, used for the purpose of caching of reverse 

zone. It is found in /var/named/  

 The 2 additional files required for the master domain server are: (i) zone – This file 

contains the names and addresses of hosts in the local domain and maps names to IP 

address. (ii) reverse.zone – This file provides information to map ip-address to names 

Hence reverse. 

ifconfig :- The ifconfig command is used to set an IP address 

root@server ~]#ifconfig 

root@server ~]#vim /etc/sysconfig/network-script/ifcfg – etho 

root@server ~] #vim /etc/sysconfig/network 

root@server ~]#vim /etc/resolv.conf 

root@server ~]vim /etc/named.conf. 

root@server ~] #vim /etc/named.rfc1912.zones 

root@server ~]#cd /var/named 
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vim/ vi :- vi stands for visual editor.  

To save a file in vi press Esc key and type  :wq (write and quit) or :wq! 

Hostname:- The #hostname command is used to change the hostname Syntax: #hostname <> 
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Experiment No: 9 
 
Title: Implementation of CPU scheduling using the FCFS Algorithm, SJF Algorithm, and 

Round Robin Algorithm, Priority scheduling 

 

Objective:  

 To understand the difference between Preemptive and non preemptive scheduling. 

 To understand scheduling criteria and implement FCFS scheduling algorithm. 

Theory/Description: 

Study FCFS scheduling algorithm. Study of SJF Algorithm 

1.Explain Scheduling Criteria. 

2.What is Throughput, Turnaround time, waiting time and Response time? 

3.FCFS features, Advantages and Disadvantages. 

4. SJF features, Advantages and disadvantages. 

 

Algorithm for FCFS scheduling:  

 

Step 1: Start the process 

Step 2: Accept the number of processes in the ready Queue  

Step 3: For each process in the ready Q, assign the process id and accept the CPU burst time 

Step 4: Set the waiting of the first process as ‘0’ and its burst time as its turnaround time  

Step 5: for each process in the Ready Q calculate  

(a) Waiting time for process(n)= waiting time of process (n-1) + Burst time of process(n-1) 

(b) Turnaround time for Process(n)= waiting time of Process(n)+ Burst time for process(n)  

Step 6: Calculate (c) Average waiting time = Total waiting Time / Number of process  

(d) Average Turnaround time = Total Turnaround Time / Number of process  

Step 7: Stop the process. 

 

Algorithm for SJF scheduling:  

Step 1. Start the program. Get the number of processes and their burst time.  

Step 2. Initialize the waiting time for process 1 as 0.  

Step 3. The processes are stored according to their burst time.  

Step 4. The waiting time for the processes are calculated a follows: 

for(i=2;i<=n;i++).wt.p[i]=p[i=1]+bt.p[i-1].  

https://sites.google.com/site/myyclassnotes/homepage1/classnotes/practical-labs/os-lab/cpu-sheduling
https://sites.google.com/site/myyclassnotes/homepage1/classnotes/practical-labs/os-lab/cpu-sheduling
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Step 5. The waiting time of all the processes summed and then the average time is calculated 

Step 6. The waiting time of each processes and average time are displayed.  

Step 7. Stop the program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What is Preemptive and non preemptive scheduling? 

2. What are the different types of Scheduler? 

3. What is Throughput, Turnaround time, waiting time and Response time? 

4. Can FCFS be preemptive? 

5. Which CPU scheduling algorithm is for real time operating system? 

6. Which scheduling algorithm is best? 

7. What are advantages/disadvantages of FCFS CPU scheduling algorithm?   

8.Whch are preemptive and non preemptive scheduling algorithms      

9.What are advantages/disadvantages of SJF algorithm 

10. What are advantages/disadvantages of Round Robin scheduling 
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Experiment No: 10 
Title: Implementation of Producer-Consumer problem using semaphores 

Objective:  

 To explore process synchronization. 

 To understand  how a "bounded buffer" could be used to enable processes to share 

memory. 

Theory/Description: 

Study process symchronization in detail. 

1.Explain process synchronization. 

2.What is Semaphore? 

3.Explain two atomic operations of semaphore used for process synchronization. 

3.Explain producer-consumer problem using semaphore. 

Describe a technique using a circular buffer that can hold BUFFER_SIZE-1 items. By 

using a shared memory location count, the buffer can hold all BUFFER_SIZE items. This 

count is initialized to 0 and is incremented every time an item is placed into the buffer and 

decremented every time an item is removed from the buffer. The count data item can also be 

implemented as a counting semaphore. 

The producer can place items into the buffer only if the buffer has a free memory location to 

store the item. The producer cannot add items to a full buffer. The consumer can remove 

items from the buffer if the buffer is not empty. The consumer must wait to consume items if 

the buffer is empty. 

The "items" stored in this buffer will be integers. Your producer process will have to insert 

random numbers into the buffer. The consumer process will consume a number and detect if 

the number is prime. 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Define the maximum buffer size. 

Step 3: Enter the number of producers and consumers. 

Step 4: The producer produces the job and put it in the buffer. 

Step 5: The consumer takes the job from the buffer. 

Step 6: If the buffer is full the producer goes to sleep. 

Step 7: If the buffer is empty then consumer goes to sleep. 

Step 8: Stop 

 

Program: 

 

Output: 
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Conclusion: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What is process synchronization? 

2. What is Semaphore? 

3. What is bounded buffer problem? 

4. How Semaphore can be used as synchronization tool? 

4. Distinguish between Independent process and co-operative process. 
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Experiment No: 11 
 
Title :Develop a program to implement the solution of the dining philosopher’s problem 

using thread. 

 

Objective:  

 To understand the deadlock and starvation problem using programming. 

 To study dining philosophers problem of operating system. 

Theory/Description: 

The Dining Philosophers Problem 

The dining philosophers problem was introduced by Dijkstra. Five philosophers live in a 

house,where a table is laid for them. The life of each philosopher consists principally of 

thinking and eating, and through years of thought, all of the philosophers had agreed that the 

only food that contributed to their thinking efforts was spaghetti. Due to a lack of manual 

skill, each philosopher requires two forks to eat spaghetti. The eating arrangements are 

simple: a round table on which is set a large serving bowl of spaghetti, five plates, one for 

each philosopher, and five forks. A philosopher wishing to eat goes to his or her assigned 

place at the table and, using the two forks on either side of the plate, takes and eats some 

spaghetti.  

The problem: devise a ritual (algorithm) that will allow the philosophers to eat. The algorithm 

must satisfy mutual exclusion (no two philosophers can use the same fork at the same time) 

while avoiding deadlock and starvation. This problem may not seem important or relevant in 

itself. However, it does illustrate basic problems in deadlock and starvation. Furthermore, 

attempts to develop solutions reveal many of the difficulties in concurrent programming. In 

addition, the dining philosophers problem can be seen as representative of problems dealing 

with the coordination of shared resources, which may occur when an application includes 

concurrent threads of execution. Accordingly, this problem is a standard test case for 

evaluating approaches to synchronization.  

  
 

Solution Using Semaphores 
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Each philosopher picks up first the fork on the left and then the fork on the right. After the 

philosopher is finished eating, the two forks are replaced on the table. 

semaphore fork [5] = {1}; 

int i; 

void philosopher (int i) 

{ 

while (true) 

{ 

think(); 

wait (fork[i]); 

wait (fork [(i+1) mod 5]); 

eat(); 

signal(fork [(i+1) mod 5]); 

signal(fork[i]); 

} 

} 

void main() 

{ 

parbegin (philosopher (0), philosopher (1), philosopher (2), philosopher (3), 

philosopher (4)); 

}  

 

Program: 

Output: 

Conclusion: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

What is the difference between mutex and binary semaphore? 

How many numbers of maximum philosophers will this problem have? 

What  may be the problem with this algorithm? 
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Experiment No: 12 
 
Title: Implementation of Bankers algorithm for the purpose of deadlock avoidance. 

 

Objective:  

 To understand deadlock avoidance. 

 To learn and implement bankers algorithm for the purpose of deadlock avoidance. 

Theory/Description: 

Study deadlock in detail. 

1.Explain methods for handling deadlocks. 

2.Explain bankers algorithm with request-resource and safety algorithm. 

3.Solve one problem using bankers algorithm. 

 

Algorithm: 

Following Data structures are used to implement the Banker’s Algorithm: 

Let ‘n’ be the number of processes in the system and ‘m’ be the number of resources types. 

Available :  
 It is a 1-d array of size ‘m’ indicating the number of available resources of each type. 

 Available[ j ] = k means there are ‘k’ instances of resource type Rj 

Max : 
 It is a 2-d array of size ‘n*m’ that defines the maximum demand of each process in a 

system. 

 Max[ i, j ] = k means process Pi may request at most ‘k’ instances of resource type Rj 

Allocation : 
 It is a 2-d array of size ‘n*m’ that defines the number of resources of each type 

currently allocated to each process. 

 Allocation[ i, j ] = k means process Pi is currently allocated ‘k’ instances of resource 

type Rj 

Need : 

  It is a 2-d array of size ‘n*m’ that indicates the remaining resource need of each 

process. 

 Need [ i,   j ] = k means process Pi currently need ‘k’ instances of resource type Rj 

for its execution. 

 Need [ i,   j ] = Max [ i,   j ] – Allocation [ i,   j ] 
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Banker’s algorithm consist of Safety algorithm and Resource request algorithm 

 Safety Algorithm 
The algorithm for finding out whether or not a system is in a safe state can be described 

as follows: 

1) Let Work and Finish be vectors of length ‘m’ and ‘n’ respectively. 

Initialize: Work = Available 

Finish[i] = false; for i=1, 2, 3, 4….n 

2) Find an i such that both 

a) Finish[i] = false 

b) Needi <= Work 

if no such i exists goto step (4) 

3) Work = Work + Allocation[i] 

Finish[i] = true 

goto step (2) 

4) if Finish [i] = true for all i 

then the system is in a safe state 

 

 Resource-Request Algorithm 
Let Requesti be the request array for process Pi. Requesti [j] = k means process Pi wants k 

instances of resource type Rj. When a request for resources is made by process Pi, the 

following actions are taken: 

1) If Requesti <= Needi 

Goto step (2) ; otherwise, raise an error condition, since the process has exceeded its 

maximum claim. 

2) If Requesti <= Available 

Goto step (3); otherwise, Pi must wait, since the resources are not available. 

3) Have the system pretend to have allocated the requested resources to process Pi by 

modifying the state as 

follows: 

Available = Available – Requesti 

Allocationi = Allocationi + Requesti 

Needi = Needi– Requesti 
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Example: 
Considering a system with five processes P0 through P4 and three resources types A, B, C. 

Resource type A has 10 instances, B has 5 instances and type C has 7 instances. Suppose at 

time t0 following snapshot of the system has been taken: 

  

 

Question1: What will be the content of the Need matrix?  

(Need[i,j]=Max[i,j] – Allocation[i,j]) 

Question2: Is the system in safe state? If Yes, then what is the safe sequence? (Apply Safety 

algorithm on the given system) 

Question3: What will happen if process P1 requests one additional resource 1,0,2? (To decide 

whether the request is granted, use Resource Request algorithm) 

 

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

Conclusion:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What do you mean by Deadlocks ? 

2. What are the necessary conditions for deadlocks? 

3. Which algorithm we need to use for deadlock avoidance? 

4. What is safe state?   
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Experiment No: 13 
 
Title: Simulate the behavior of  FIFO, LFU LRU page-replacement algorithms on the 

reference string, and compare their performances using the number of page faults generated 

for each algorithm 

 

Objective:  

 To understand virtual memory management. 

 To learn and implement page replacement algorithms 

Theory/Description: 

1. Describe the benefits of a virtual memory system.  

2. Explain the concepts of demand paging, page-replacement algorithms, and allocation of 

page frames. 

3. Comparison of page replacement algorithms. 

4. Solve one problem using page replacement algorithms:FIFO, LFU LRU. 

 

Algorithm: 

1. Start the process 

2. Declare the size with respect to page length 

3. Check the need of replacement from the page to memory 

4. Check the need of replacement from old page to new page in memory 

5. Form a queue to hold all pages 

6. Insert the page require memory into the queue 

7. Check for bad replacement and page fault 

8. Get the number of processes to be inserted 

9. Display the values 

10. Stop the process 

 

 

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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LAB PRACTICE ASSIGNMENT: 

Assignment No.1 : Comparison of page replacement algorithms. 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What are the various page replacement strategies/algorithms? 

2. When does a page fault occur?  

3. Explain various page replacement strategies/algorithms. 

4. Which is the best page replacement algorithm and why? How much time is spent usually in 

each phases and why? 

5. What is the criteria for the best page replacement algorithm? 

6. Explain comparison of page replacement algorithms. 
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Experiment No: 14 
 
Title: Write a program that simulates different memory partitioning methods and allocation 

strategies (first-fit, best-fit, next- fit, worst-fit). 

 

Objective:  

 To understand memory allocation techniques. 

 To evaluate efficiency of dynamic memory allocation techniques 

 

DESCRIPTION  

One of the simplest methods for memory allocation is to divide memory into several fixed-

sized partitions. Each partition may contain exactly one process. In this multiple-partition 

method, when a partition is free, a process is selected from the input queue and is loaded into 

the free partition. When the process terminates, the partition becomes available for another 

process. The operating system keeps a table indicating which parts of memory are available 

and which are occupied. Finally, when a process arrives and needs memory, a memory 

section large enough for this process is provided. When it is time to load or swap a process 

into main memory, and if there is more than one free block of memory of sufficient size, then 

the operating system must decide which free block to allocate. Best-fit strategy chooses the 

block that is closest in size to the request. First-fit chooses the first available block that is 

large enough. Worst-fit chooses the largest available block.  

 

First-Fit Memory Allocation: 

This method keeps the free/busy list of jobs organized by memory location, low-ordered to 

high-ordered memory. In this method, first job claims the first available memory with space 

more than or equal to it’s size. The operating system doesn’t search for appropriate partition 

but just allocate the job to the nearest memory partition available with sufficient size. 

Job No Memory Required 

J1 20K 

J2 200K 

J3 500K 

J4 50K 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/program-first-fit-algorithm-memory-management/
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Memory 

Location 

Block 

Size 

Job Number Job Size  Status Internal 

Fragmentation 

10567 200k J1 20K BUSY 180K 

30457 30k   Free 30K 

300875 700k J2 200K BUSY 500K 

809567 50k J4 50K BUSY None 

Total Available 980k Total Used 270K  710K 

 

As illustrated above, the system assigns J1 the nearest partition in the memory. As a result, 

there is no partition with sufficient space is available for J3 and it is placed in the waiting list. 

Best-Fit Memory Allocation:  

This method keeps the free/busy list in order by size – smallest to largest. In this method, the 

operating system first searches the whole of the memory according to the size of the given 

job and allocates it to the closest-fitting free partition in the memory, making it able to use 

memory efficiently. Here the jobs are in the order from smallest job to largest job.  

Job No Memory Required 

J1 20K 

J2 200K 

J3 500K 

J4 50K 

 

Memory 

Location 

Block Size Job Number Job Size  Status Internal 

Fragmentation 

10567 30k J1 20K BUSY 10K 

30457 50k J4 50K BUSY None 

300875 200k J2 200K BUSY None 

809567 700k J3 500K BUSY 200K 

Total 

Available 

980k Total Used 770K  210K 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/program-best-fit-algorithm-memory-management/
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As illustrated in above figure, the operating system first search throughout the memory and 

allocates the job to the minimum possible memory partition, making the memory allocation 

efficient.  

Worst-Fit Memory Allocation :  

In this allocation technique, the process traverses the whole memory and always search for 

the largest hole/partition, and then the process is placed in that hole/partition. It is a slow 

process because it has to traverse the entire memory to search the largest hole.  

Here is an example to understand Worst Fit-Allocation –  

J1 30K 

J2 100K 

J3 45K 

 

Memory 

Location 

Block Size Job Number Job Size  Status Internal 

Fragmentation 

12345 50k J3 45K BUSY 5K 

45871 100k J2 100K BUSY None 

1245 400k J1 30K BUSY 370K 

Total 

Available 

550k Total Used 175K  375K 

 

Here Process P1=30K is allocated with the Worst Fit-Allocation technique, so it traverses the 

entire memory and selects memory size 400K which is the largest, and hence there is an 

internal fragmentation of 370K which is very large and so many other processes can also 

utilize this leftover space.  

 

Program : 

 

Output ; 

 

Conclusion:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/program-worst-fit-algorithm-memory-management/
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LAB PRACTICE ASSIGNMENT: 

Assignment No.1 : Comparison of page replacement algorithms. 

VIVA-VOCE  QUESTIONS : 

 

1. What are advantages/disadvantages of First Fit algorithm? 

2. What are advantages/disadvantages of best Fit Algorithm?  

3. What are advantages/disadvantages of Worst Fit algorithm? 

 

 

 


